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ROSSLYN TODAY

The Rosslyn Sector Plan addresses the Rosslyn Coordinated Re-
development District (RCRD), the high-density mixed use por-
tion of the Rosslyn Metro Station Area (RMSA). While the RMSA 
is approximately 300 acres in size, the RCRD comprises an area 
of 65 acres closest to the Rosslyn Metro station. Today, Rosslyn 
is in the midst of a transformation from a place designed around 
the automobile to a more vital urban center focused on the pe-
destrian experience and multimodality. Yet, key challenges must 

be overcome in Rosslyn’s future public and private realms for 
it to achieve its full potential as a great, distinctive urban place. 
This section describes key features and qualities of Rosslyn 
today, as a foundation to developing the more strategic goals, 
policies and recommendations to overcome these challenges 
and make the most of the opportunities with which Rosslyn has 
been presented.
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The Rosslyn Metro Station Area (RMSA) encompasses the neighborhoods 
around the RCRD.

View from Rosslyn’s Sedona residences.
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REGIONAL CONTEXT 

Rosslyn is situated in one of the region’s most strategic loca-
tions. Flanked by the Potomac Riverfront and the Monumental 
Core on the east and the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor to the west, 
Rosslyn has become a hub of economic activity, while offering 
some of the most unique vistas in the region. With the access 
afforded by the completion of the Aqueduct Bridge more than 
a century and a half ago, Rosslyn first began its evolution into a 
significant place of commerce and human activity. Situated atop 
a Metrorail station served by three lines, and in close proximity 
to Reagan National Airport, the Nation’s capital, the Pentagon, 
Arlington Cemetery, and Georgetown, Rosslyn has been well po-
sitioned to become a major activity center based on its distinct 
context. 
 

Over the last century, Rosslyn has experienced an incredible 
transformation greatly influenced by this exceptional location 
and access, combined with County planning and development 
policies. By the 1960s, Rosslyn was entering a period of exten-
sive redevelopment that would solidify its prominence in the 
region. With more than 8 million square feet of commercial of-
fice development, Rosslyn emerged as major employment center 
over the second half of the twentieth century, with a large share 
of federal government and contractor tenants. Today, Rosslyn’s 
office marketplace is evolving, with an increasingly diverse mix 
of tenants, including more corporate entities and members of 
the innovative economy. Again due in large part to its attractive 
location and access, Rosslyn has become an international desti-
nation for tourists and visitors, serving as a primary access point 
for prominent federal parks and national landmarks, including 
the Marine Corps War Memorial (Iwo Jima) and the George 
Washington Memorial Parkway. 
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Rosslyn’s strategic location in the region provides convenient access to the 
Rosslyn-Ballston corridor and to Washington, D.C.
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PEOPLE

The RCRD is located within the boundaries of the North Rosslyn 
and Radnor Fort Myer Heights Civic Associations. The larger 
RMSA also includes the eastern portion of the Colonial Village 
Civic Association area to the west. The North Highlands Civic 
Association area is situated to the north of the RCRD and RMSA, 
located between Lee Highway and the Potomac River. 
 
Rosslyn residents in the RMSA (as of 2010) represent a broad 
range of income levels, with 27% of households earning less 
than $50,000 per year and over 37% earning over $100,000 per 
year. Residents’ cultural backgrounds in the RMSA generally 
reflect a similar distribution of diverse cultures to Arlington as 
a whole. In terms of age levels, Rosslyn has a higher percentage 
of residents aged between 18 and 44 years (nearly 70%) than 

the County as a whole (53%), with relatively fewer children and 
elderly present. Rosslyn also has more non-family households 
(74%) than the County as whole (58%). Accordingly, almost 90% 
of Rosslyn households are occupied by just two people or less, 
compared to approximately 73% for Arlington.

Based on recent trends, Rosslyn’s households are anticipated to 
continue to be dominated by small and non-family households, 
though the visible and potentially growing presence of family 
households makes it clear that accommodations for children 
and families will continue to be needed. Rosslyn’s demographics 
will also likely change to reflect the increasing cultural diversity 
and average age of the region’s population. Average household 
incomes are likely to rise in Rosslyn due to the relatively high 
cost of developing new housing in this dense urban district as 
well as due to market demand.M A P  2 . 3  |  R O S S L Y N  C I V I C  A S S O C I A T I O N S

Two civic associations encompass the RCRD and represent residents.
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ECONOMICS

As of 2015, Rosslyn is one of the most compactly developed 
places in Arlington. Tens of thousands of people come from all 
areas of the region to work in Rosslyn each day. At night, Ross-
lyn’s Metro Station continues to bustle, and many residents who 
call Rosslyn home return to the district well into the evening 
hours. Recently added restaurant and other service offerings 
have helped to extend greater levels of activity in Rosslyn later 
into the evenings.
 
In 2014, over 15,000 passengers entered the Metrorail system 
daily at Rosslyn and more than 14,000 exited, which reflect fig-
ures exceeded in Arlington only by the Pentagon and Pentagon 
City stations. There are 2,141 hotel rooms in the RMSA, with 939 
of those located in the RCRD. Tourism is one of Arlington’s most 
important sectors, and Rosslyn is an area accommodating sig-
nificant tourist activity. Over one million visitors stay in Rosslyn 
each year. 

Over 28,200 people work in Rosslyn, primarily in professional 
services and supporting services such as retail and hospitali-
ty. As of 2012, the largest employers in Rosslyn were Deloitte, 
Corporate Executive Board, US Department of State, Raytheon, 
BAE Systems, The Carlyle Group, and FBR & Co. As with other 
places in the County, especially Crystal City, the office market in 
Rosslyn has evolved over time in conjunction with larger trends. 
In the 1960s, Rosslyn was seen as an attractive and convenient 
location capable of fulfilling the need for additional office space. 
In many of the early office buildings, space was leased by the 
federal government or its contractors to meet its needs. More 
recently, and partly as a result of Base Realignment and Closure 

Commission actions, the amount of office space in Rosslyn 
leased by the government has declined. With the redevelopment 
of several of these buildings, attractive new Class A office space 
has become available in Rosslyn, and with it a more diverse 
tenant base has come to Rosslyn to fill them. Whether to settle 
in locations closer to where their employees want to be (such 
as the Rosslyn-Ballston Corridor), take advantage of the unique 
vistas of the nation’s capital, or leverage the great access to the 
transportation network, companies are continuing to select 
Rosslyn as a home.

Market-driven redevelopment of Rosslyn’s 1960’s and 1970’s era buildings is 
ongoing or proposed on multiple parcels, like Central Place shown here. This 
plan shapes and leverages future redevelopment to make Rosslyn a better place 
for people, and in turn a place of greater economic and community value.
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ROSSLYN’S EXISTING PLANNING FRAMEWORK

The General Land Use Plan (GLUP), 1992 Rosslyn Plan Ad-
dendum, County Board building heights policies, and Zoning 
Ordinance and Map represent Rosslyn’s existing framework for 
future growth and development.

General Land Use Plan (GLUP)
Land Use in the RMSA generally reflects the existing GLUP 
designations within the area. Within the RCRD, land is primarily 
designated as one of two GLUP designations appear: “High” Of-
fice-Apartment-Hotel which applies to the majority of proper-
ties and allows up to 3.8 FAR for office or hotel development and 
up to 4.8 FAR for residential, and “High” Residential which is the 
designation for several properties located near the RCRD’s west-
ern boundaries with adjacent areas and provides for residential 
development up to 4.8 FAR, or hotel development up to 3.8 FAR. 
In a few locations, specifically the Dark Star Park and Central 
Place Plaza (under construction), the GLUP designation is “Pub-
lic”, which provides for parks, schools, parkways, major unpaved 
rights-of-way, and libraries and cultural facilities.
 
In 1996, the County Board amended the GLUP to add the RCRD 
as a special district. The RCRD was created to encourage the 
physical and economic development of Rosslyn to maximize 
its potential, over the next 25 years, to become a competitive 
first class urban center which exemplifies superior architec-
ture and excellent urban design practice. This is envisioned to 
be achieved through high quality mixed-use development at 
the core of Rosslyn including enhanced residential and hotel 
resources, and office buildings that are home to regional and 
national headquarters of major private/public corporations 
and institutions. Associated Zoning Ordinance amendments, as 
described on page 20, allowed the potential for additional height 

and density in order to achieve the vision of the GLUP amend-
ment.

1992 Rosslyn Station Area Plan Addendum
The Rosslyn Sector Plan has been prepared in anticipation of 
continued redevelopment of major buildings in the RCRD. More 
than twenty years ago, the 1992 Rosslyn Station Area Plan Ad-
dendum (1992 Addendum) established a vision of Rosslyn as a 
place that would become:

• A proud gateway into Arlington and the Commonwealth of 
Virginia;

• A vibrant place to live and work with ample opportunities for 
shopping, recreation and cultural activities;

• A home to the regional and national headquarters of major 
corporations and a premier office location in the country;

• An example of superior architecture and urban design; and 

• A place where people are comfortable with their surround-
ings and which serves as a great stage for human activities. 

The 1992 Addendum also called for the creation of the Rosslyn 
Coordinated Redevelopment District, so that the goals and rec-
ommendations in the plan could be achieved.

Building Heights Policy for Rosslyn
In addition to the GLUP and the 1992 Addendum, the County 
Board adopted resolutions setting forth specific policies in 2002 
and 2007 to guide building height and urban design in the RCRD. 

The 2002 resolution provides several principles to be used in 
considering the height and design of buildings in the RCRD, 
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The RCRD (#15) is comprised 
almost entirely of the “High” 
Office-Apartment-Hotel and 
the “High” Residential land 
use designations.
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namely that new buildings will be architecturally distinctive 
with attention paid to the skyline and the tops of buildings, 
that the tallest buildings will be generally located in the core of 
Rosslyn around the Metro station entrances, and that buildings 
farther from the core and closer to the boundary of the RCRD 
and adjacent to residential buildings shall generally taper down 
in height and be designed to achieve transitions to the adjacent 
neighborhoods. This resolution also called for consideration to 
be given to the impact on view corridors. 

Associated with Zoning Ordinance amendments for permitting 
increased building height in the two Central Place blocks, the 
2007 resolution primarily provides urban design principles for 
future projects within the context of Central Place’s observation 
deck and the need to protect views from this public amenity. Key 
principles set forth in this resolution that apply to considering 
height above 300 feet include distinctive architectural features 
such as sculpted rooftop designs or tapering of building form, 
significant community amenities, preservation of views from 
public observation decks, environmental sustainability, and 
receipt from the FAA of a determination of no hazard.

Zoning 
Today, there are over a dozen zoning districts that affect the per-
mitted use of land within the boundaries of the RMSA. Within 
the RCRD, only two zoning districts are present: Commercial 
Office Building, Hotel & Multiple-Family Dwelling District (“C-
O”) and Commercial Office Building, Retail, Hotel and Multi-
ple-Family Dwelling District (“C-O Rosslyn”). 

The “C-O” classification is to provide for limited office building 
land use to encourage rebuilding with high-rise office buildings, 

hotels, or multiple-family dwellings in the vicinity of Metrorail 
stations. 

The “C-O Rosslyn” classification was created through Zoning 
Ordinance amendments in 1996, concurrent with the designa-
tion of the RCRD on the GLUP, as one of the primary tools to help 
implement the goals of the 1992 Addendum. When established, 
the primary goals of the “C-O Rosslyn” classification were to 
create premier office space suitable for regional and national 
headquarters; provide hotels that expand and enhance hotel 
services for businesses, residents and visitors; to provide resi-
dential development that meets the housing goals and policies of 
Arlington County; to implement urban design, streetscape and 
open space plans and policies, including the Central Place, the 
Esplanade and other public facilities; to increase retail commer-
cial services in the center of Rosslyn and to achieve superior 
architecture and the best in urban design practice. 

Per the aforementioned GLUP designations, sites located within 
the RCRD and designated “High” Office-Apartment-Hotel on the 
General Land Use Plan could typically be developed at densities 
up to 3.8 floor area ratio (FAR) for office/commercial and hotel 
uses, and up to 4.8 FARfor residential uses. On sites designat-
ed “High” Residential, sites could typically be developed up to 
4.8 FAR for residential and 3.8 FAR for hotel uses. Additionally, 
applicants could seek rezoning of properties within the RCRD to 
“C-O Rosslyn”, where they could pursue building heights up to 
a maximum of 300 feet and densities up to a maximum of 10.0 
FAR. These building height and density limits are maximums, 
and are not guaranteed outright. In 2007, amendments to “C-O 
Rosslyn” granted the County Board the ability to permit even 
greater building height in the two Central Place blocks adjoining 
the Metro Station.
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Land in the RCRD is 
predominantly zoned either 
“C-O” or “C-O Rosslyn”.

Zoning Classifications

C-1 Local Commercial Districts

C-2 Service Commercial - Community Business Districts

C-3 General Commercial Districts

C-O Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Multiple-Family 
Dwelling Districts

C-O ROSSLYN Commercial Office Building, Retail, Hotel and Multiple-
Family Dwelling Districts

C-O-1.0 Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Apartment District

C-O-1.5 Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Apartment District

C-O-2.5 Commercial Office Building, Hotel and Apartment District

R-10 One-Family Dwelling Districts

R-6 One-Family Dwelling Districts

RA4.8 Multiple-Family Dwelling Districts

RA6-15 Apartment Dwelling Districts

RA8-18 Apartment Dwelling Districts

RA-H Hotel Districts

RA-H-3.2 Multiple-Family Dwelling and Hotel Districts

S-3A Special Districts

see Arlington County, Virginia Zoning Ordinance for details

±
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PLANNING ASSESSMENT OF ROSSLYN TODAY

Land Use and Development
Modern development in Rosslyn began in earnest in the 1960s, 
spurred by the growth of the federal government after World 
War II and newfound interest in Arlington real estate invest-
ment. Rosslyn’s older structures and industrial operations were 
rapidly replaced by a high-density office district. The comple-
tion of Interstate 66 and mixed-use development around the 
Metrorail stations solidified Rosslyn as an important office 
submarket in the region, with a surrounding neighborhood of 
garden-style and medium density residential apartment com-
plexes, single family homes, and townhomes.

Since the 1930s, the most active times of development activity 
in Rosslyn occurred during the 1960s and 1980s. Both of those 
decades each included the completion of two to three million 
square feet of office space, and approximately one to two thou-
sand residential units. The extensive amount of construction 
activity during this time is today evident in the architectural 
style and vintage of many of Rosslyn’s existing buildings, par-
ticularly the office buildings located within walking distance to 
Metro. Since the creation of the RCRD on the GLUP in the mid-
1990s, Rosslyn has witnessed the construction of more residen-
tial space than office buildings for the first time since the 1950s. 
This recent trend has helped to make Rosslyn a more mixed-use 
area, particularly near its center. 

C H A R T  2 . 1  |  R O S S L Y N  M S A  D E V E L O P M E N T  B Y  U S E  ( 1 9 3 0 – P R E S E N T )

SOURCE: CPHD PLANNING DIVISION, URBAN DESIGN, RESEARCH, AND ANALYSIS, 2015.
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 OFFICE (SF) RETAIL (SF) OTHER (SF)

ESTIMATED 
RESIDENTIAL 

GFA
ESTIMATED 
HOTEL GFA

TOTAL GROSS 
FLOOR AREA 

(GFA)

RMSA 8,432,151 575,421 164,504 8,834,100
(8,031 units)

1,552,225
(2,141 rooms)

19,558,401

 43% 3% 1% 45% 8%  

RCRD 8,106,810 426,452 118,900 634,700
(577 units)

680,775
(939 rooms)

9,967,637

 81% 4% 1% 6% 7%  

SOURCE: CPHD PLANNING DIVISION, URBAN DESIGN, RESEARCH, AND ANALYSIS, 2015.

Today, the greatest heights and densities in the RMSA continue 
to be located in the predominantly office district of the RCRD, 
transitioning to lower height and less dense residential areas 
to the south and west. Within the residential areas, there is a 
mixture of townhouses, garden-style and elevator apartment 
and condominium communities, and a limited number of sin-
gle-family attached and detached homes. 

A breakdown of total development is as follows:

View over Rosslyn toward Washington, 
DC, in 1966 (shortly after completion 
of I-66) and approximately 2000. 
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USE MIX

The RCRD accounts for over 95 percent of the office develop-
ment in Rosslyn and almost 75 percent of the retail develop-
ment. In contrast, a significant portion of the residential devel-
opment is located outside of the RCRD. Only seven percent of 
the residential units in Rosslyn are located in the RCRD. 
Rosslyn’s use mix reflects this disparity in office and residen-
tial development in the RCRD as compared with the RMSA as a 
whole. Within the RCRD, office space accounts for 81 percent of 
all development, with retail accounting for 4 percent, residential 
accounting for 6 percent, and hotels accounting for 7 percent. In 

the RMSA, the use mix is almost evenly balanced between office 
and residential uses. Office space is 43 percent of all develop-
ment and residential is 45 percent. 
RETAIL

A legacy of Rosslyn’s development patterns in the 1960s and 
1970s is its segregation of places for working, living and shop-
ping in different areas. While recent development in the RCRD 
has increased the mix of these activities, many blocks remain 
heavily dominated by office space. These single-use areas gen-
erally lack activity on weeknights and weekends, and a lack of a 

CHALLENGE: Central 
Rosslyn’s mix of land uses 
continues to be heavily 
weighted to commercial office 
space, limiting the district’s 
overall vibrancy on nights and 
weekends. 

OPPORTUNITY: Add housing in 
central Rosslyn to accommodate 
more residents, increase the 
customer base for expanded retail 
and restaurant offerings, and keep the 
neighborhood a lively place 18 hours a 
day, seven days a week. 

Use Mix

CHALLENGE: Rosslyn’s 
shopping, dining, entertainment 
and park options do not provide 
the level of amenities potential 
employers, residents and visitors 
want. 

OPPORTUNITY: Accelerate 
storefront retail development, 
expansion of urban open spaces and 
design/programming improvements 
to parks and streets to reinforce 
Rosslyn’s inherently accessible 
location as one of the region’s prime 
places to live, work, play and visit.

Retail and public space amenities
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critical mass of housing in the RCRD further limits activities and 
interest after business hours. Collectively, Rosslyn’s shopping, 
dining, entertainment, and park options also do not provide the 
level of amenities potential employers, residents and visitors 
want. Finally, internal retail spaces reduce the amount of pub-
licly visible retail choices and pedestrian activity on Rosslyn’s 
streets. 
MARKET POSITION

Over the past decade, Rosslyn has entered into a period of 
“Second Generation of Redevelopment”—where mid-rise 
buildings of various uses dating to the 1960s are torn down and 

replaced with larger and taller new buildings. Many aging office 
buildings in the RCRD remain and lack the interior layouts and 
pedestrian-friendly exterior today’s tenants seek. The ability to 
encourage the redevelopment of this aging building stock and its 
replacement with more modern buildings meeting today’s mar-
ket presents significant opportunity for the future of Rosslyn. 
In fact, this very type of redevelopment pattern is what the 1992 
Plan Addendum envisioned and the “C-O Rosslyn” zoning dis-
trict was established to facilitate. The maximum 10.0 FAR and 
300’ height provisions were set at levels to encourage redevelop-
ment, rather than renovation that would be limited in its ability 
to really transform Rosslyn.
 
Recent Development 
Establishing the RCRD and “C-O Rosslyn” district has effec-
tively encouraged redevelopment helping to transform Ross-
lyn. 1801 N. Lynn Street, the Waterview and 1812 N. Moore 
Street have brought more than 1.5 million square feet of brand 
new Class A office space to Rosslyn, while the Waterview and 
Turnberry Tower (and Slate and Sedona located just outside 
the RCRD) have added hundreds of new housing units and 
residences to the core of Rosslyn. Chart 2.3 provides a profile 
of recent Site Plans or Phased Development Site Plans that are 
under construction, have been approved by the County Board, 
or are currently undergoing formal review by the County. There 
is currently a significant amount of development activity in the 
RCRD, with almost 4,000,000 square feet of office, 1,300 residen-
tial units, 500 hotel rooms, and more than 200,000 square feet of 
retail at some stage in the pipeline. 

CHALLENGE: Aging office 
buildings lack the interior 
layouts and pedestrian-friendly 
exterior today’s tenants seek. 

OPPORTUNITY: Tap market-driven 
redevelopment potential on sites in 
the RCRD to produce state-of-the-art 
spaces for working and living while 
transforming streets and parks into 
places that nurture an inclusive live/
work/play community culture.

Market position
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WATERVIEW

• Address: 1919 N Lynn Street
• Project Type: high-end hotel, 

condominiums, Class A office space
• Development Program: 133  residential 

units; 10,110 sf retail; 620,576 sf office; 154 
hotel rooms

• Height: 300’
• Parking Spaces: 901 
• Completed: 2008
• GLUP: High Office-Apartment-Hotel
• Zoning: C-O-Rosslyn

SMART BUILDING

• Address: 1801 N Lynn Street
• Project Type: Class A office space
• Development Program: 347,295 sf office; 

6,565 sf retail
• Height: 299’
• Parking Spaces: 386
• Completed: 2002
• GLUP: High-Medium Residential
• Zoning: C-O-Rosslyn

TURNBERRY TOWER

• Address: 1850 Fort Myer Drive
• Project Type: Luxury residential 

condominiums 
• Development Program: 248 residential units; 

4,400 sf retail
• Height: 300’
• Parking Spaces: 378
• Completed: 2009
• GLUP: High Residential
• Zoning: C-O-Rosslyn

The Smart Building, Waterview and Turnberry Tower are the first three 
projects completed in the new wave of development using the C-O-Ross-
lyn zoning tool created in 1996, to encourage a mixed-used development 
of office, retail and service commercial, hotel and multiple-family dwell-
ing uses within the RMSA and the RCRD.

1812 N Moore, Central Place, Rosslyn Gateway, and 1401 Wilson are the 
next four projects to be delivered.  Construction began on Central Place in 
2014.  On one block, this project will deliver 377 new apartments, 45,000 
square feet of ground floor retail, 525,000 square feet of office space, and 
a public observation deck offering exceptional views of the monumental 
core and surrounding landscape—all located atop the Rosslyn Metro Sta-
tion.  The greatest impact Central Place may have on Rosslyn is the way 
in which it will enhance the pedestrian experience immediately adjacent 
to Metro—celebrating one’s sense of arrival with a public plaza designed 
for flexible programming, wide sidewalks lining significant ground floor 
retail, and building volumes that more effectively define the public realm.

Figure 2.1 Recently Completed, Under Construction and 
Approved Projects
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CENTRAL PLACE

• Address: 1801 N Lynn Street
• Project Type: Class A Office Space and high-

end apartments located on the Rosslyn Metro 
Station, featuring premier public observation 
deck and plaza to anchor Rosslyn’s downtown

• Development Program: 377  residential units; 
570,549 sf office; 9,072 sf other; 44,554 sf retail

• Height: 388’ (office); 351’ (residential)
• Parking Spaces: 821 
• GLUP: High Office-Apartment-Hotel
• Zoning: C-O Rosslyn

1401 WILSON BLVD

• Address: 1401 Wilson Blvd
• Project Type: Luxury residential 

apartments with ground level grocery 
store supporting a public plaza that will 
serve as a cornerstone of the new 18th 
Street Corridor

• Development Program: 513,004 sf office; 
55,540 retail; 274 residential units

• Height: 322’ (office); 313’ (residential)
• Parking Spaces: 816
• GLUP: High Office-Apartment-Hotel
• Zoning: C-O-Rosslyn

ROSSLYN GATEWAY

• Address: 1901 Fort Myer Drive
• Project Type: Class A Office space, high 

end apartments, and hotel
• Development Program: 490,056 sf office; 

26,376 sf retail; 148 hotel rooms; 273 
residential units

• Height: 323’ (residential and hotel); 270’ 
(office)

• Parking Spaces: 875
• GLUP: High Office-Apartment-Hotel
• Zoning: C-O Rosslyn

1812 N MOORE

• Address: 1812 N Moore Street
• Project Type: Class A Office space
• Development Program: 569,739 sf office; 11,020 

sf retail; 21,031 other
• Height: 384’
• Parking Spaces: 473 
• GLUP: High Office-Apartment-Hotel
• Zoning: C-O Rosslyn
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The development potential permitted by the “C-O Rosslyn” dis-
trict continues to be a critical tool for strengthening Rosslyn’s 
competitive edge in the region. As evidenced through practice 
and recent analysis, redevelopment projects in Rosslyn can 
be economically feasible when their densities either reach or 
approach 10 FAR. While most “C-O Rosslyn” approved site plans 
have met or nearly reached 10 FAR, depending on a number of 
factors, site plans in the RCRD may be able to redevelop at slight-
ly lower densities. Simply put, a density range of 8 to 10 FAR 
will very likely be needed for economic reasons to account for 
the high cost of land in the RCRD, the demolition of an existing 
major asset, the high costs and complexities associated with 
building tall buildings in Rosslyn, and the associated commu-
nity benefits provided to help mitigate the adverse impacts of 
increased densities. If densities were to be reduced below an 8 
FAR threshold, it would very likely lead to building renovations, 
instead of full redevelopment projects. 

Future Development Potential
Thanks to recent additions, the RCRD today features new 
premier office space, new residential offerings, and a growing 
number of restaurants and retail establishments. With the 
completion of Central Place by 2018, Rosslyn will host a public 

observation deck with unparalleled views to the Monumental 
Core as well as a public plaza to anchor the RCRD. Yet Rosslyn’s 
potential is so much greater. By 2040, estimates suggest that 
private redevelopment may direct several billions of dollars of 
private reinvestment into the area. WMATA has long range plans 
for a second Rosslyn Metro station, and its new Silver Line 
service has recently extended Rosslyn’s connections to Tyson’s 
Corner, Reston East, and other stations to the west (eventually 
connecting to Dulles Airport). The Commonwealth of Virginia 
is exploring opportunities for potential air rights development 
above Interstate 66 in Rosslyn. These are exciting times to con-
sider the future of Rosslyn. 

Rosslyn will continue to change and evolve, but not every site 
and not all at once. The Growth and Development Outlook 
diagram identifies those sites assumed to be most likely to 
redevelop by around 2040. Sites identified in orange are those 
considered most likely to redevelop before the plan horizon—
typically older properties that may have greater challenges 
adapting to contemporary market expectations, or where there 
is known owner consideration of redevelopment. While these 
assumptions have allowed consideration of where change may 
occur first, it does not prescribe the timing of redevelopment for 

C H A R T  2 . 3  |  R C R D  S I T E  P L A N  A P P R O V A L S  ( N O T  Y E T  B U I L T ) ,  U N D E R  C O N S T R U C T I O N ,  A N D 
U N D E R  F O R M A L  R E V I E W  A S  O F  J A N U A R Y  1 ,  2 0 1 5

 OFFICE (SF) RETAIL (SF) OTHER (SF) RESIDENTIAL UNITS HOTEL ROOMS

RCRD Approvals 1,003,060 81,916 0 547 148

RCRD Under Construction 1,140,288 55,574 30,103 374 0

RCRD Under Review 1,815,160 83,500 0 350 350

TOTAL 3,958,508 220,990 30,103 1,271 498

SOURCE: CPHD PLANNING DIVISION, URBAN DESIGN, RESEARCH, AND ANALYSIS, 2015.
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Numerous sites were 
identified as having a high 
likelihood of change during 
the 25-year planning horizon, 
indicating the transformative 
potential in the RCRD.
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individual sites, nor does it compel redevelopment or preserva-
tion of any particular site. 

In devising recommendations and design guidelines for the 
Building Height and Form elements of this plan, 3D computer 
modeling was conducted to develop a potential build out scenar-
io reflecting a future Rosslyn that physically embodies qualities 
that effectively meet plan goals. The 3D model reflects just one 
possible scenario out of many, and is not intended to prescribe 
the specific form of future development proposals on any given 
site. That said, the overall level of new development potential 
included in that model was quantified based on the potential 
development yields for each assumed redevelopment site. 
Altogether, if all the sites assumed as future redevelopment op-
portunities were to someday redevelop, collectively they would 
provide the potential for approximately 13 to 14 million square 
feet of new development. This total reflects the amount of new 
building space that’s constructed, and does not net out existing 
buildings that would be demolished to make way for new build-
ings. This demonstrates that this plan presents a significant 
level of potential new development in the future, that will be 
needed to help achieve many of the goals and recommendations 
set forth in this plan.

 

Analysis: height/massing scenarios
URBAN DESIGN & BUILDING HEIGHT/FORM

Intensity translates differently on each siteExisting conditions

Existing policy/taper from Metro; FAR varies Open space transition; FAR 10

Existing policy/taper from Metro; FAR 10 Peaks and valleys; FAR 10

• Sites requiring 
greatest height 
to reach full 
development 
potential tend to 
lie around public 
observation deck 
and along 18th 
Street corridor

• Site elevations on 
upper Wilson are 
80-100’ higher 
than at Central 
Place

• Outlined sites 
rise to/near 
observation deck

Buildable site area as a share of total site area
<51% 51-60% 61-70% 71-80% 81-90% 91-100%

Approach: Distinct taper effect imposed regardless of site elevation or development 
potential. Less than 10 FAR applied to some sites to preserve taper, views, passages. 
(scenario G1)

Approach: Terraced open space between context and new development. Added 
open space forces development into smaller overall ground coverage (scenario 
T3)

Approach: Building heights greatest at Central Place, taper down to all edges as 
possible while also accommodating FAR 10 development potential. Topography and 
differing buildable site areas prevent pure taper. (scenario G2)

Approach: Slender, tall forms facing context, separated by wider view corridors 
(scenario T4)

This public meeting poster illustrates alternative approaches to height and 
massing of future development, with different implications for building height, 
scale, variation, and overall area.
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Urban Design 
As an area that developed into an urban high-rise district in the 
1960s, Rosslyn’s auto-oriented built form and pedestrian realm 
provides significant opportunities for improvement from an 
urban design perspective. Recent redevelopment has resulted 
in an incomplete transition from a place designed around cars 
to one designed for people. Streets and paths for the significant 
pedestrian presence largely remain indifferent to pedestrians’ 
needs for safe, pleasant places to walk: blank walls and parking 
entrances predominate, while welcoming shops and cafés are 
rare. Street trees and vegetation offer shade, scale and beauty in 
certain areas, but many streets still have little or no landscape 
oriented to the pedestrian. 

A key urban design opportunity will be to reclaim excess road-
way area for expanded sidewalks, landscape, and bike facilities. 
In addition, the redevelopment and renovation of aging build-
ings will allow for not only state-of-the-art spaces for working 
and living but also accelerated storefront retail and façades that 
relate to sidewalks, parks, and plazas. Finally, an expanded park 
network with enhanced design and programming will reinforce 
Rosslyn’s inherently accessible location as one of the region’s 
prime places to live, work, play and visit.

Building Height and Form
Rosslyn today is visible from nearby neighborhoods as well as 
prominent viewpoints in many directions, yet its architecture 
can appear anonymous and unwelcoming. From within Rosslyn, 
significant building heights and widths darken the pedestrian 
experience, block views, and produce abrupt changes between 
the character of adjacent blocks and buildings. Looking to the 
future, there is concern that dramatic views are available from 
many public and private locations in Rosslyn, contributing 
significantly to quality of place and development value, but they 

CHALLENGE: Rosslyn’s 
architecture can appear 
anonymous and unwelcoming 
from nearby neighborhoods as 
well as prominent viewpoints in 
America’s capital. 

OPPORTUNITY: Encourage greater 
variety of building height, form and 
architecture to shape a proud and 
distinctive skyline while establishing 
human-scaled connections, views 
and public spaces at street level.

Building height and form
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remain highly vulnerable to being blocked by the volumes of 
new buildings.

Buildings in the RCRD generally reflect a distinct pattern 
between projects approved and built before and after the mid-
1990s. Since the 1960s, most buildings in the RCRD had been 
approved under the “C-O” zoning district. The current maxi-
mum heights of many buildings approved under “C-O” are 153 
feet for office and 180 feet for residential, reflected in relatively 
similar height of many buildings added to the RCRD before the 
1990s. In a few instances, the County Board approved modifica-
tions to building height for a few of the taller structures. With 
the 1996 creation of the RCRD and “C-O Rosslyn” provisions, 
new buildings up to 300 feet (or up to 387 feet in the two Central 
Place blocks) rise above the older buildings. Except for 1000 and 
1100 Wilson Boulevard, today the tallest buildings in the RCRD 
have been built since 1996 as site plans approved with “C-O 
Rosslyn” zoning. 

A key challenge of this planning effort is to introduce variety and 
texture to one of Arlington’s signature skylines despite a variety 
of constraints. Proximity to lower density residential neighbor-
hoods require sensitive transitions at the edges of the district. 
Buildings approved over the past fifteen years have been guided 
by a County policy that expects greatest building heights on sites 
closest to Metro station with heights to tapering down to the 
edges of the RCRD. Without specific or quantitative guidance, 
the taper and variation in the skyline profile of new projects has 
been minimal. At the same time, much greater building heights 
that would produce significant variation are precluded on many 
sites limited due to the presence of flight paths related to Reagan 
National Airport. This constraint is potentially exacerbated as 
the topography of Rosslyn rises westward along Wilson Bou-
levard. Furthermore, in 2007 the County made a significant 
investment in a public observation deck as part of the Central 
Place site plan approval (now under construction), and the issue 
of how views from the deck should be protected also needs to be 
addressed.
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Image courtesy of the Rosslyn BID.

The Arland Towers are two of the taller buildings in Rosslyn today. 

Rosslyn’s signature skyline today, viewed from the northeast near Georgetown.

The public observation deck will have a rare view of the Monumental Core of 
Washington , D.C. to the east (left). Rosslyn streets today are framed by a mix 
of building ages, styles, and heights (right).
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Parks and Open Space 
Rosslyn is endowed with a significant amount of public open 
spaces within and around it. However, some of these spaces lack 
adequate connections, design and programming. Many public 
open spaces and landscaped areas along streets were original-
ly designed consistent with the suburban auto-oriented office 
environment Rosslyn once was, rather than the vibrant and 
pedestrian-oriented urban place it is transforming into today. 
Current park and plaza spaces often do not support the range of 
activities that Rosslyn’s increasingly diverse population desires. 
By way of example, Gateway Park is Rosslyn’s largest and most 
prominent park yet is also one of its hardest to use effectively 
and regularly. Likewise, Freedom Park, as Rosslyn’s smaller 
scale version of New York City’s High Line, needs more appeal 
as a destination and improved access to showcase its excellent 
views and amenities. Rosslyn also is not far from several region-
ally important trails and walking and bicycling corridors, yet its 
connections to these can be missing, hard to navigate, unpleas-
ant or unsafe. A more in depth summary of these conditions and 
potential planning opportunities are described in this section. 

EXISTING PARK INVENTORY

The RMSA offers a selection of parks and both public and pri-
vately-owned open space with public access. In addition, Ross-
lyn is surrounded to the north, east, and south by federal land 
with open space, namely Roosevelt Island, the Marine Corps 
War Memorial, and Arlington National Cemetery. Parks in the 
RMSA include:

• County Parks:
> Gateway Park; 3 acres
> Rosslyn Highlands Park; 0.7 acres

> Hillside Park; 1.33 acres
> Fort Myer Heights Park; 0.16 acres
> Dark Star Park; 0.4 acres (located within the RCRD)
> Belvedere Park; 0.1 acres
> Rhodeside Green Park; 0.1 acres

• Other public and privately-owned spaces, many of which are 
plazas and elevated terraces, also function as key elements of 
Rosslyn’s public realm. These spaces in the RMSA include: 
> Freedom Park; (located within the RCRD)
> Key Boulevard Community Garden
> Waterview Terrace (located within the RCRD)
> Bennett Park public terrace 
> Bennett Park “alley” public space 
> Oak Street open space (located within the RCRD)

In addition to these spaces, several other Rosslyn sites include 
privately owned open spaces that, while informally accessible to 
the public, are not considered key elements of Rosslyn’s public 
realm. In fact, one important characteristic of Rosslyn’s public 
realm is that it includes an excessive amount of unprogrammed 
plaza spaces providing limited benefit to the community. Addi-
tional details about Rosslyn’s parks and open space are provided 
in the appendix. 

Another distinct feature of Rosslyn’s public open space envi-
ronment is its relatively close proximity to signature areas of 
federal parkland, yet the presence of physical and psychological 
barriers to reach them. Theodore Roosevelt Island, the Potomac 
River, the George Washington Memorial Parkway, and Marines 
Corps War Memorial are all within a short distance of the RCRD. 
However, several highways, steep grades, and other barriers sig-
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There are few public parks 
in or near the RCRD; plazas 
provide open space but are 
often privately owned and 
may not be easily accessible 
or visible.

M A P  2 . 7  |  E X I S T I N G  P U B L I C  R E A L M / O P E N  S P A C E
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nificantly limit convenient access to these features for residents, 
workers, and visitors of Rosslyn. 

EXISTING PROGRAM OPPORTUNITIES

Arlington County public parks account for almost 6 acres of pas-
sive and recreational public space in Rosslyn. Programming and 
activities at these facilities include:

• Arts and cultural programming, especially at Gateway Park 
which is home to events including the Rosslyn Jazz Festival 
and the Rosslyn Outdoor Film Festival; 

• Tot lots and other youth-oriented play areas at Fort Myer 
Heights and Rosslyn Highlands Park; 

• Passive and restive elements such as benches, ornamental 
gardens and landscaping and tree canopy preservation at 
parks such as Hillside Park, Rhodeside Green Park, Freedom 
Park, Dark Star Park, and Belvedere Park; and 

• Recreational facilities at Rosslyn Highlands Park (basket-
ball) and Fort Myer Heights Park (basketball and volleyball).

Despite the presence of these amenities and programs, the 
existing open space network is dominated by passive spaces and 
severely lacking in active recreation amenities. Some of the pro-
gram needs identified through this study include playgrounds, 
dog parks, space for court and field sports, and facilities for 
river sports. The chart that follows indicates the programming 
opportunities accommodated by parks both fully within and just 
outside the RCRD. 

CHALLENGE: Highways and 
steep grades significantly limit 
access to the Potomac River and 
signature parkland along it.

OPPORTUNITY: Cross highway 
barriers with new bridges connecting 
with regional paths along the river. 
Redesign and program public space 
at Rosslyn’s edges to embrace the 
Potomac River landscape with views 
and activity.

Reaching the Potomac
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NEW OR RENOVATED PUBLIC PARKS/ OPEN SPACES IN THE RCRD

Rosslyn Plaza Park

Gateway Park

Freedom Park

Dark Star Park

EXISTING SEMI-PRIVATE PARKS/ OPEN SPACES IN THE RCRD

Various Plazas/Rooftop Green Space

EXISTING AND POTENTIAL PARKS/ OPEN SPACES OUTSIDE THE RCRD

National Parklands

Marine Corps Memorial

Rosslyn Circle

Rosslyn Highlands Park

Wilson School Grounds

Hillside Park

Belvedere Park

Key Boulevard Community Garden

Existing program
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SERVICE AREA

Beyond the lack of active recreation amenities and program-
ming within the RCRD, there is also a shortage of such facilities 
and accommodations within walking distance to the RCRD. 
Only the western limits of the RCRD is within easy walking 
distance to Rosslyn Highlands Park. While Gateway Park is also 
within walking distance, accessing it can be challenging given 
the conditions of pedestrian crossings and its separation from 
the core of Rosslyn by Lee Highway. With a growing population 
in the future, the limited access and shortage of active recre-
ation amenities in Rosslyn will become exacerbated. 

Recent analysis confirms that Rosslyn has become one of the 
most underserved areas in the County for active recreation and 
park space. Growing numbers of workers, residents and visitors 
in and around Rosslyn will need more inspiring and welcoming 
public parks to maintain and improve Rosslyn’s vital role as a re-
gional attraction and place of community vitality and economic 
growth for Arlington. The projected increase in residential 
population between 2010 and 2040, based on current forecasts, 
and growing presence of children and family households will 
demand a high quality and more diverse park system that serves 
daily neighborhood needs and enhances community health and 
quality of life. To meet these needs, recreation options should 
be expanded, especially pertaining to active recreation such as 
“social sport” opportunities, playgrounds and tot lots, and nice 
places to stroll and reflect. Current and anticipated future de-
mographics suggest a need to evolve Rosslyn’s public open space 
network toward a system of spaces accommodating a diverse 
range of activities. 

The RCRD has minimal walking access to the soccer field and playground at 
Rosslyn Highland Park. 
Map produced by Arlington County Dept. of Environmental Services, GIS 
Division and Dept. of Parks and Recreation, Park Development Division.

MAP 2.8  |  EXISTING WALKING ACCESS TO PARKS
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INTERSTATE

66

LEE HWY.

LEE HWY.

CLARENDON BLVD.

KEY BLVD.

¯
Legend

RCRD Boundary
Tree Canopy (2011)

RCRD Total Area: 65 Acres
Tree Canopy: 3 acres
Tree Canopy Percentage: 4.6%

Parcel redevelopment and street improvements in Rosslyn should consistently 
incorporate additional trees and other plantings, to expand Rosslyn’s tree 
canopy from approximately 5% of the RCRD to at least 15%.

M A P  2 . 9  |  R C R D  T R E E  C A N O P Y  C O V E R A G ETREE CANOPY COVERAGE

There is limited existing tree canopy coverage in the RCRD to-
day, only approximately 5% of the total area. While this is an ur-
ban location with limited opportunities for expansive landscape 
areas, creating a more extensive tree canopy  via new street 
trees, private plazas and roofs, and/or new and revitalized park 
space will be an important component of future growth that will 
have benefits for the character and sustainability of Rosslyn.
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Transportation
Ease of access is at once one of Rosslyn’s greatest assets and 
challenges. In addition to its proximity to downtown Washing-
ton, D.C., Rosslyn’s establishment as a major office and hotel dis-
trict in the 1960’s and 1970’s arose directly from its convenient 
auto access. About two-thirds of peak-hour traffic on Rosslyn 
streets is passing through Rosslyn on its way somewhere else. 
Much of these trips use Rosslyn streets to connect from one 
regional highway or bridge to another, due to the absence of 
certain direct connections among those routes. The opening of 
the Rosslyn Metro station in 1977, however, transformed Ross-
lyn into a place of multimodal access choices, and dramatically 
expanded access capacity with very little use of land. Over the 
past four decades, Rosslyn has been evolving in many ways that 
reflect the increased focus on transit oriented development and 
multimodal transportation options and choice.

REGIONAL CONTEXT

Rosslyn is situated at the confluence of several major local 
and regional highway facilities including: Interstate 66, US 
Route 29 (Lee Highway), US Route 50 (Arlington Boulevard), 
the George Washington Memorial Parkway, Virginia Route 
110, and the Wilson Boulevard/Clarendon Boulevard corridor. 
Rosslyn is also connected to downtown Washington, D.C. by the 
Key Bridge, the Theodore Roosevelt Bridge, and the Metrorail 
system tunnel under the Potomac River. Rosslyn is afforded an 
exceptional level of access and connectivity to its surroundings 
by a multi-layered transportation system comprised of local 
roads, highways, interstates, pedestrian and cyclist routes and 
trails, and public transit facilities including the Orange, Silver 
and Blue line service at the Rosslyn Metrorail station, as well as 
local, regional, commuter, and long-distance bus service. 

MAP 2.10  |  EXISTING REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION

The road, transit, and trail systems provide important connections to the wider 
region. Improvements to the trail and bicycle network would enhance this 
connectivity.
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STREET, PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE NETWORK

Rosslyn’s regional roads also serve as the foundation for its local 
road network and block structure. N. Arlington Ridge Road, N. 
Kent Street, N. Lynn Street, N. Moore Street, N. Fort Myer Drive, 
N. Nash Street, and N. Oak Street are the primary north-south 
streets. Lee Highway, 19th Street N., 18th Street N., 17th Street 
N., Wilson Boulevard, and Clarendon Boulevard are the primary 
east-west streets. These regional roads attract cut-through traf-
fic which adds to local congestion, and form long blocks which 
are not conducive to efficient circulation. 
 

This road network and the Custis and Mount Vernon Trails also 
provide the basic infrastructure for pedestrian and bicycling 
movement. Rosslyn’s sidewalks and other paths accommodate 
significant pedestrian traffic—in fact, some of the highest pe-
destrian volumes in Arlington are found in Rosslyn, particularly 
on stretches of N. Fort Myer Drive, N. Lynn Street and Wilson 
Boulevard near the Metro station– and yet many offer little to 
enhance the walking experience. Many sidewalks are too narrow 
to comfortably accommodate these pedestrian volumes. Some 
parallel blank walls or cross broad service entrances, legacies of 
when Rosslyn was planned with skywalks to accommodate pe-
destrian circulation separated in grade from vehicles. Rosslyn’s 
sloping topography also characterizes its pedestrian network, 
and elements like Freedom Park remain grade-separated from 
several streets below.

Rosslyn also sees significant bicycling activity, largely because 
several major regional trail system facilities (the Custis Trail, 
Mount Vernon Trail, Key Bridge and Theodore Roosevelt Bridge 
crossings) enter Rosslyn or pass by its edges. Other major corri-
dors in Arlington’s bicycle network, such as Wilson, Clarendon 
and Key Boulevards, feed directly into the RCRD’s local street 
network. Recent installation of four Capital Bikeshare stations 
in Rosslyn has further spurred increases in people bicycling 
here. However, bicycling conditions on Rosslyn streets remain 
challenging due to significant and fast-moving traffic volumes, 
fragmented network elements, challenging intersections, and 
limited wayfinding information.

MAP 2.11  |  EXISTING BLOCK AND STREET PATTERN

Rosslyn’s existing street and block pattern has drawbacks including long 
and irregular blocks that reduce route options, make wayfinding difficult, 
complicate building service and loading and make signal spacing inconsistent, 
encouraging higher vehicle speeds.

0 1000’500’±
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SKYWALK SYSTEM

The pedestrian network sidewalks are augmented by a 1960s era 
skywalk network designed to connect blocks, buildings, and uses 
efficiently while keeping pedestrians separated from vehicular 
traffic. The execution of the skywalk concept fell short of expec-
tations in some cases, which combined with a renewed focus 
on directing pedestrian activity to the street level, has led to an 

incremental deconstruction of the system over the past 15 years. 
Of the segments that remain, the most well-used segment is 
that between the Metro station and Oak Street, as it provides an 
alternative to traversing Fort Myer Drive at street level. Skywalk 
connections into and over Gateway Park also remain, though the 
removal of the segment spanning eastbound Lee Highway was 
approved in 2012 as part of the Rosslyn Gateway site plan. 

CHALLENGE: Streets and 
building edges designed around 
auto access are inhospitable 
to people, compromising the 
transit, walking and biking 
access critical to Rosslyn’s 
current and future success.

OPPORTUNITY: Reclaim excess 
roadway area for expanded sidewalks, 
landscape, bike facilities. Renovate/
redevelop aging buildings with edges 
that engage adjacent sidewalks, parks 
and plazas.

Walking environment

CHALLENGE: Rosslyn’s 
unwelcoming streets break up 
an extensive system of bike lanes 
and regional off-street paths. 

OPPORTUNITY: Create cycle tracks 
and other safe, inviting bike facilities 
in Rosslyn to complete a premier 
regional bike network.

Biking environment
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TRANSIT

Public transit facilities include Orange, Silver, and Blue Line 
service to the Rosslyn Metrorail station, as well as Washing-
ton Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), Arling-
ton Transit (ART), and other public and private bus stops and 
services. Recent changes and improvements to the Metrorail 
system have in some ways provided Rosslyn with better access 
to region, although transit facility and service challenges persist. 
The 2013 opening of a new entrance with three high speed ele-
vators, 2014 inauguration of Silver Line service, and WMATA’s 
future plans to run more 8-car trains are some of the initiatives 
underway or completed. WMATA’s long range plans, beyond 
2025, include the addition of a second Rosslyn Metro station, 
interconnected with the existing station, that would help ac-
commodate Blue Line service to Rosslyn at or above levels that 
existed prior to adjustments made preparing for the opening of 
the Silver Line.
 

PARKING

Rosslyn contains roughly 22,000 off-street parking spaces in 
privately controlled parking garages. Occupancy of the off-street 
parking varies by location, but several garages have capacities 
that exceed demand. New development projects, though built 
to lower parking ratios than past projects, still tend to include 
significant amounts of parking. Recently built and approved site 
plan projects in the RCRD, especially east of N. Oak Street, have 
often included above grade parking, due to sub-surface rock and 
the high costs associated with removing the rock to build more 
underground parking. 

CHALLENGE: As Silver 
Line service begins, Metrorail 
capacity serving Rosslyn is 
reaching its limits, and buses are 
stuck in traffic. 

OPPORTUNITY: Create a second 
Rosslyn station, possibly under 
North Fort Myer Drive. Explore 
opportunities two-way streets may 
provide for improved bus services 
and routing. Preserve options to 
accommodate future streetcar 
service to Georgetown and beyond.

Transportation choices
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MASTER TRANSPORTATION PLAN

The Master Transportation Plan reflects Rosslyn’s character 
as part of both the local and regional transportation network. 
Three Metrorail lines connect the District of Columbia to 
Northern Virginia. Interstate 66 is classified as a High Occu-
pancy Incentive corridor, and the George Washington Memorial 
Parkway is classified as a Limited Access Route. The Custis 
Trail and Mount Vernon Trail both pass through edges of the 
RMSA. Meanwhile, N. Lynn Street, N. Fort Myer Drive, Clar-
endon Blvd, and N. Nash Street, N. Kent Street, and Wilson 
Boulevard are classified as Type B—Primarily Urban Mixed Use 
arterial roads. Wilson Blvd east of N. Fort Myer Drive is classi-
fied as a Type A—Primarily Retail Oriented Mixed-Use arterial 
road. These classifications are typical of Arlington’s mixed-use 
urban centers and reinforce their function as critical compo-
nents of the Rosslyn’s public realm.
 
Additional details on the Rosslyn transportation network are 
located in the Appendix.

THE 2012 ROSSLYN MULTIMODAL STUDY 

In 2012, the Arlington County Department of Environmental 
Services (DES) completed the “Rosslyn Multi-Modal Transpor-
tation Study” (RMTS) to better understand current conditions 
of and potential improvements to Rosslyn’s transportation 
network, and to offer specific policy recommendations for key 
multi-modal upgrades as the region and Rosslyn continues to 
grow. Many important findings and recommendations from the 
RMTS have been integrated into the Rosslyn Sector Plan and 
help to define the broader context for the Rosslyn Sector Plan 
Update Transportation chapter. Some of the key transportation 

recommendations from the RMTS that will be further discussed 
in the Transportation chapter include:

• Convert N. Fort Myer Drive, N. Lynn Street, and N. Kent 
Street to two-way streets.

• Remove the Fort Myer Drive underpass of Wilson Boulevard 
and create enhanced transit access along the street.

• Improve all Rosslyn streets to be “complete” urban streets 
with emphasis on walkability—meaning wider sidewalks, 
better wayfinding, additional plantings and public art on 
many streets.

• Accommodate additional bus frequency, to add choices and 
help mitigate Metrorail capacity constraints.

• Add on-street bicycle facilities, with protection from moving 
vehicles where feasible, integrated with regional trail system 
routes.

• Minimize the number of new parking spaces built in Ross-
lyn, through reduced parking ratios and increased sharing of 
parking among uses and properties.

• Increase non-auto travel mode share through increased 
transportation demand management outreach to employers 
and travelers, enhanced non-driving options, and increased 
parking pricing at peak-periods.
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The MTP reflects Rosslyn’s 
character as part of the local 
and regional transportation 
network.

RCRD
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